
   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Manager shall fill in rotation with individuals and complete the order within each rotation where applicable. 
 
 

Step 2 - Add Individuals 

 
When all the teams are placed in the Rotation Chart the individuals shall be drawn.  You will need to count the number of competitors 
in each event.  If there is less than 12 competitors in an event, then the number in each event should be equalized.  Following the 
same procedures as was done for the teams, randomly draw individuals making sure that gymnasts from the same school should be 
kept together.   
 

Step 3 - Order of Performance 
The order of performance prevents one team from always going first on an event.  Sectional managers will need to conduct a random 
draw for each competitive “letter” group (A, B, C, D) for each event in each round in order to ensure there is a randomness to the 
order of performance. 
 
 

Sectionals 
Advance Random Draw 

 
6 Team Sectional IHSA Rotation 

(Based on Olympic order with four events running concurrently) 

Rotation Vault Uneven bars Balance beam Floor Exercise 

1st A D C B 

2nd B A D C 

3rd C B A D 

4th D C B A 

 

Winner of Regional 1  ______________________________________________________  

Winner of Regional 2  ______________________________________________________  

Winner of Regional 3  ______________________________________________________  

Winner of Regional 4  ______________________________________________________  

At Large #1 (in alpha by city)  ______________________________________________________  

At Large #2 (in alpha by city)  ______________________________________________________  

In case of tie advancing 7 teams  ______________________________________________________  

In case of 8 teams advancing  ______________________________________________________  

 

The IHSA Scoring Program randomly conducts the draws. 

***Managers will not make the draw.*** 

 Rotation Draw Name of School (Completed by Manager) 

Winner of Regional 1 A  _____________________________________________    

Winner of Regional 2 A  _____________________________________________   

Winner of Regional 3 C  _____________________________________________  

Winner of Regional 4 B  _____________________________________________  

At Large #1 (in alpha by city) D  _____________________________________________  

At Large #2 (in alpha by city) C  _____________________________________________  

In case of tie advancing 7 teams B  _____________________________________________  

In case of 8 teams advancing D  _____________________________________________  

 


